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www.bis-school.com/ecis-tech
2 minutes maximum
- Welcome
- GOT SOME CARDS. DON'T USE THEM FOR NOW :)
- Introduce session
  - practical session
    - will try every tool as a student.
      - vital for you to understand how useful it can be
      - will show you how easy/difficult it is
    - will set up every tool as a teacher
  - Tools introduced are today'smeet, plackers, Kahoot, InfuseLearning, New socratic, Educanon, more if time allows
- Introduce self
"Aids learning by generating feedback information that is of benefit to students and to teachers"
30 seconds
Formative assessment helps teachers
  - Confirm planning & help with timing
  - See need to re-teach concepts
  - Re-plan if necessary
• 1 minute
  • Helps with personalised learning (student and/or teacher)
  • Differentiation
• Students
  • know where they stand without fear of grade
  • help each other through peer learning
Tool 1

• TodaysMeet

• TodaysMeet is a free online backchannel tool
  • backchanneling means practice of using networked computers to maintain a real-time online conversation alongside the primary group activity or live spoken remarks
  • You’ll see an example as a student
Choose a suitable nickname

- 4 mins
- Can be used as formative assessment
  - Share something useful you have learnt during the conference
- During the session
  - Share links
  - Share anything you find of use
    - Can be your views on the session
    - A recap of the session
    - Etc.
Tool 2

Plickers

- Explain plickers concept (2 mins tops)
  - T prints one set of cards
  - On website, cards are assigned to students (for each class)
  - Each card has 4 sides (A, B, C, D)
  - When T asks question, S holds card on side with the correct answer up e.g. if A is the answer to the question, then the S needs to hold the card up right with the A side at the top of the card
  - Show how to hold card
  - DON'T TELL ANY MORE
- Audience to try 3 questions of plickers (3 mins)
- Show the different views
  - projector
  - reflector
Tool 3

Kahoot!

- Game-based classroom response system
kahoot.it

Game PIN

XXXX

- 8 to 10 mins
- Game of Kahoot
Tool 4

Answer Garden

- 1 min
- Super easy, minimal tool
  - 20 (or 40) characters or fewer
  - Simple admin console
  - Great for on the spot
http://goo.gl/hwz1pK

40 characters or fewer
Tool 5

Socrative

- 30 secs
- tool has been revamped.
- favourite for
  - exit tickets
  - quick questions
socrative.com

Student login
Room: 184124

7 mins
Practice
exit ticket
free questions
space race
Tool 6

EduCanon

- 1 min
- Turn Youtube videos into active learning experiences by adding questions, etc.
- 3 types of questions are free
  - reflective pause (can be used as clarification)
  - multiple choice
Audience to try educanon as students (if network allows)
todaysmeet.com
plickers.com
getkahoot.com
answergarden.ch
socrative.com
Too many tools to view them all today